Prayer Confession for Pastor Winston
Mission Trip to Africa
February 26 – March 10th, 2019

Father, we lift before you Pastor Winston and the team as they go forth to
minister the gospel in Africa. We pray that doors of utterance are opened for
them to share the Kingdom of God in demonstration of the Spirit and power.
May signs, wonders & miracles confirm the word that is preached. May your
dominion mandate upon this trip shift the atmosphere and thoughts of the
people in Africa.
Father, thank you that Pastor Winston is anointed to minister the gospel to the
poor, bring healing to the brokenhearted, deliverance to the captives and
recovery of sight to the blind in Africa. We declare that deaf ears will be opened,
the lame will walk, the blind will see, the dead will be raised and every captive
will be set free.
Father, may revelation knowledge come forth concerning economic leadership,
wealth generation, and strategic planning in business and ministry. We thank
you that Pastor Winston and the team are full of wisdom and understanding and
that you will use them to divinely impart truth and Godly principles to the
people of Africa. Father, we pray that you will flood Africa with prosperous
businesses, making jobs and resources available for the people. We decree
breakthrough, promotion and favor for the people in Africa, and declare that the
places that were once desolate will become like the Garden of Eden.
We declare that Pastor Winston and the team are protected and covered by the
blood of Jesus from all schemes and plots of the devil. We forbid any demonic
activity against them, their possessions, travel schedules, transportation, health,
meals and sleeping accommodations. We declare that no hurt, harm, danger or
accident shall come near them. Father, give your angels charge over them to
keep, defend and preserve them in all of their ways.
Father, we decree every meeting is filled to capacity, and a spirit of excellence is
upon these meetings. We declare that doors of opportunity, doors of success
and doors of abundant resources are open and that the plans, purposes and gifts
you have placed in the hearts of the people in Africa will be fulfilled. We declare
that the dominion mandate is established during this mission trip, in Jesus’
name, Amen!
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